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Editorial

Journal of Intelligent Computing (JIC)

This new issue of the Journal of Intelligent Computing (JIC) shows the breadth of intelligent systems
with a particular focus on intelligent computing techniques in Engineering Applications and Data
Mining. This issue is complementary of a previous issue where computational intelligence techniques
are used in engineering and data mining applications. In this issue, the focus is more on mathematical
and numerical techniques.

This issue has four papers. The first two of these papers look at applications in manufacturing using
statistical techniques to manage and regulate engineering operations in power analysis and in welding.
The last two papers of the issue look at data mining using classification in huge datasets and rule
generation by competitive mechanism respectively.

This is another interesting issue of JIC, which focus heavily on applications of artificial intelligence in
real world systems. There are number of special issues are planned to follow including an issue on
evolutionary computing and another on games technology.

Finally, we include call for papers of two conferences inline with our editorial policy of providing a
platform to researchers to showcase their research and share information. Further applied intelligent
computing papers and calls for papers are to be expected in our upcoming issues.
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